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Letters from the City  
Preface
Cities have stories to tell. While Urban Transcripts is in the midst of such a storytelling,
unravelling public space in Athens in our Transforming the [Re]Public workshop, our
Letters from the City section launching in this issue brings to the fore an experience of
the city through the personal stories of its citizens. First in this series, Balfron Tower: the
artwash of an icon unfolds a process of gentriﬁcation and social injustice in an East
London housing estate. This issue’s articles discuss new spaces of representation in
Cairo, explore the utopian thought of John Hejduk, alert us to the horrorscapes of our
near future, and invite us to the hypereality of the post-nocturnal city. Furthermore, this
issue presents work in photography, mapping, and urban intervention, on themes
including urban rituals in Naples, community mapping in Bloomsbury, London, inventive
transformation of urban infrastructure into public space in Berlin, and a critical
performative reading of contested boundaries in Nicosia.
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A great thanks to all authors from around the world who have responded to our call for
submissions on “Tourism and the City”, submissions accepted for review are already with
our editorial board and reviewers, we are looking forward to publishing them in our
Spring 2018 issue. In this current issue we are calling for submissions that critically,
analytically, creatively, explore and reﬂect on public space and its role in the city.
As our editorial line is further developed with thematic issues starting Spring 2018 and
new sections being gradually introduced, including interviews and book reviews, our
team is about to become bigger with a Publishing Editor and a Content Editor as well as
new members of the editorial board joining us from December onwards. We are already
impatiently looking forward to a very exciting year. 
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Diagonal Futures: remarks
on a contribution to utopian
thought by John Hejduk  
– Michael Jasper
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Abstract
This paper comments on John Hejduk’s introduction of a diagonal method to city
design. It does this by analysing a previously unpublished manuscript sheet by
Hejduk from the 1960’s. The paper also speculates that the formal opening offered
by Hejduk’s use of the diagonal, and the notion of peripheral tension applied to the
urban condition, can be seen as a contribution to utopian thought in architecture.
Hejduk’s approach, it is argued, results in a kind of freedom different from that
found in other architectural models of utopia. Characteristics of city morphology,
space, and time as revealed in Hejduk’s drawings and notes are proposed as
distinguishing characteristics and composition devices. A transcript of the
manuscript sheet used in the analysis is provided in an Appendix.
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1. Miscellaneous Diamond House Sketches, drawing dr1998_0063_006 © John Hejduk Archive,
Collection Centre Canadien d’Architecture/Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal
Introduction
Secondary scholarship on the early decades in the career of architect and educator John
Hedjuk (1929-2000) has largely focused, and with justiﬁcation, on his house projects. His
work up to that moment, and certainly looking at the immediately preceding Nine-Square
“Texas” House series, focused on the isolated building, orthogonal relations, and on
trabeation at the scale of a single building. The mid 1960’s however are dense with ideas,
Hejduk’s Diamond Project series are underway marking a shift in the architect’s work, and
the city is in the air and on the boards as a domain to work on as a project with almost
utopian leanings.
Unpublished drawings and notes from the 1960s reveal Hejduk exploring composition
devices – including the diagonal and perimeter reinforcement – extended to the scale of
the city. While other material may come to light, this paper will focus on the analysis of a
manuscript sheet held in the John Hejduk Archive at the Canadian Centre for Architecture,
Montréal. (Figure 1) Hejduk’s investigation of the diagonal and the perimeter is worth
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examination as a contribution to secondary scholarship on this unexplored aspect of
Hejduk’s work. It should be done, however, in the context of the turn to city-scale
meditations and the period’s engagement with the city and the modernist utopian tradition
in particular. As discussed below, 1960’s debate in the academy and in practice around
questions of utopia ranged from the conjectural at the level of project to the historic and
scholarly. In order to frame the reading of Hejduk’s work, four questions organise the
analysis:
a) What is at issue in Hejduk’s reﬂections on the grid and towers and the waterfront
periphery of New York City in that particular moment of intense drawing and
thinking circa 1965? 
b) What are the implications of introducing a diagonal condition – already
experimented with in painting and in architecture at the scale of individual
buildings according to Hejduk – into the form and image of the city as a whole? 
c) In front of that new city image, and assuming a highly qualiﬁed interpretation of
an architecture of utopia, what are the characteristics of city form in Hejduk’s
contribution to utopian thought? 
d) What might looking back to more free spirited, utopian thinking reveal about
architectural-urban possibilities still unrealized today?
In the remarks that follow, this paper begins to address questions a to c by focusing on
Hejduk’s meditations as contained in the CCA drawing and set out element to future
research around question d.
Background
Colin Rowe has argued that every architectural image or form of the city contains within it
an aspect of utopian thought. This is to adopt Rowe’s claim that ‘Utopia and the image of a
city are inseparable.’ In the comments that follow, I suggest that at this speciﬁc moment in
Hejduk’s work, Hejduk brings into focus one aspect of utopian thought, and even more, that
he thus marks a difference to other manifestations of that utopian compulsion inherited
from previous generations of modern architects. At a preliminary level, the following thus
concerns a proposal about potential futures of the city, and – a proposition requiring
deeper inquiry -, that in his modest notes and in the context of his work on the diamond
series, that Hejduk evokes a city image different from that of Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse
and different from that ‘mechanistic, vitalistic’ city of the Futurists, to take two of modern
architecture’s standard images of the city. I also suggest that these ‘manifestations’ of
Hejduk’s thought, if not in the strict sense utopian, should nonetheless be qualiﬁed as ‘a
compliment to Utopian thought’, one not yet fully examined and of which the following
suggests certain lines of investigation and reach.
To begin calls for a reference to Mondrian and to Le Corbusier, constant and parallel
engagements in Hejduk’s work at this time. Both Mondrian and Le Corbusier are concerned
speciﬁcally with the city as a privileged realm of plastic experimentation. As Hejduk
acknowledges in his conversations with John Wall some two decades after the CCA drawing,
Hejduk was working through his debt toward, and trying to go beyond, the utopian
engagements and predilections of Mondrian and Le Corbusier. This ‘going beyond’ is a
general state and alludes speciﬁcally to the multiple trajectories of modernist architecture
that Hejduk was working to confront and, to take him at his word, ‘exorcise’.
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For Le Corbusier, it is not to his city projects speciﬁcally that Hejduk turns at the time, but
to the singular architectural effects of freedom found in the plan libre, the Domino diagram
of inﬁnite extension and adaptability, the manipulation of geometric forms, and a shaping
of circulation movements that create speciﬁc kinds of space expanded to the scale of the
city as a whole. For Mondrian, it is the absolute realism of his working method as much as
the concrete plasticity of the paintings – representing the end of Modernism for Hejduk–
that is at play. This painterly speciﬁcity should be seen as giving shape to a dream of a
future life of ‘pure plastic problems’ given expression in colour and form relations.
2. Diamond House A, Second Floor Plan © John Hejduk Archive, Collection Centre Canadien
d’Architecture/Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal
Future
The form of Hejduk’s future, to take the most insistent aspect of the CCA drawing, is one
characterized by diagonals and perimeters. Hejduk reﬂects that ‘an idea of our time is the
reinforcing of the periphery of a ﬁeld – it has been demonstrated both in painting and in
architecture; it has not been demonstrated in city planning.’
There are two devices, two effects needed to reinforce or animate the periphery of the ﬁeld
in this speciﬁc model. The two devices or formal moves are that of peripheral tension and
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horizontal expansion and they are proffered by Hejduk as leading to a city image different
from traditional ones characterized by centralization and concentration. Both devices are
under investigation during his ﬁve-year experiments with diamond conﬁgurations (Figure
2). The effect or consequence of the animation of the perimeter, discussed at length in
Hejduk’s Diamond Thesis of 1969, is to heighten time, to intensify the present, the diagonal
relation creating the ‘most intense, most collapsed, fastest time, that of the present’ as
described by Hejduk:
The place where a perspective or diamond conﬁguration on the horizontal plane
ﬂattens out and the focus moves to the lateral peripheral edges…. This is the
moment of the hypotenuse of the diamond: it is here that you get the extreme
condition, what I call the moment of the present. … It’s here that you are confronted
with the ﬂattest condition. It’s also the quickest condition, the fastest time wise in
the sense that it’s the most extended, the most heightened; at the same time, it’s
the most neutral, the most at repose.
Hejduk’s city diagonal is not that of Haussmann’s Parisian boulevard, cutting, intercepting,
and interpenetrating. It takes on a different form relation, one that is more about
simultaneity or superimposition. In this regard, it reﬂects a speciﬁc moment in Hejduk’s
thinking, adopting a form idea that is neither the interlocking of a European nor the
isolation of an American tradition. In an interview published in 1985, Hejduk describes
these two traditions:
Architecture of optimism”! Light was going to pour in, health was going to be good
for all! …. It was very utopian – a light ﬁlled, optimistic view of the future. Now,
there is another tradition, which I would say is a particularly American
phenomenon. Where European architecture and urban space were always
interlocking … Wall: Interlocking proﬁles … Hejduk: Yes, all that interweaving of
volumes and cubes. But the “American phenomenon” had to do with a breaking
down into units, into objects.
And he continues: ‘This breaking down into independent units, this achievement of
ambiguity through the complete isolation of elements is, I might say, the American
phenomenon, whereas Europeans achieve ambiguity through interlocking elements.’
The reality of form relationships in architecture at this time was so powerful that a call for
ideal form imposed itself on Hejduk’s thinking and drawing. Part Mondrian of the diamond
paintings, part Le Corbusier of the Carpenter Center and the Villa at Garches, Hejduk felt
compelled to speculate on the ideal of a city determined by the diagonal condition.
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3. Miscellaneous Diamond House Sketches, drawing dr1998_0063_006, detail © John Hejduk
Archive, Collection Centre Canadien d’Architecture/Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal
Inﬂuences
As suggested above, Mondrian was a constant occupation for Hejduk in those years. And the
dream of a future of pure plastic relations, a realm of cubistic and neo-plasticist relations a
constant refrain. Mondrian gives a concise formulation of the position in his last essay, A
New Realism:
The action of plastic art is not space-expression but complete space determination.
Through equivalent oppositions of form and space it manifests reality as pure
vitality. … The metropolis reveals itself as imperfect but concrete space-
determination. It is the expression of modern life. It produced Abstract Art: the
establishment of the splendour of dynamic movement.
The city, speciﬁcally the metropolis of New York for Mondrian, realizes at an urban scale the
action of plastic art. This is why for Hejduk, the suggestions and sensibilities of that ‘last
realist’ – the Mondrian of Victory Boogie Woogie -, are so immediate. And at the same
moment, Hejduk’s experience of Le Corbusier’s Visual Arts Center, opened in 1963 and the
object of the latter’s Out of Time and Into Space article, collapses historical time forever,
removing that logical, linear sequence of Cubist to Neo-Plasticist thinking into a permanent
present which seeks to combine – so difﬁcult in architecture according to Hejduk – these
two space ideas.
The concept of urban space evoked by Hejduk in these notes is one of simultaneity. It is
distinguished from ideas of interlocking and isolation. The approach to unifying the image
of New York City, he writes, should be that of ‘superimposition’ and speciﬁcally
‘superimposition upon the present grid and periphery.’
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But what of the overall concept for the city? Or, to take Hejduk at his word, what of that
‘bold stroke of form to unify the disparate elements’? (Figure 3) Does it take on the ﬁgures
and devices of Diamond Museum C, for example, almost certainly underway at this
moment? (Figure 4) Certain of the sketches on sheet dr1998_0063_006 recall or announce
elements and relations of Diamond Museum C: biomorphic shapes whether in plan or
intended to announce proﬁle, a lateral structure of horizontal extension with ﬂuctuations,
frontal alignment, and directional emphasis. These were later deeply examined by Hejduk
in his 3/4 Series, Extension House, and Grandfather Wall House projects.
At this same moment, Hejduk also takes over singular elements from Rowe and Slutzky’s
article on transparency, published around the time Hejduk’s notes were written. Hejduk is
not engaged, however, by the visual aspects of the transparency question. Rather his
interest in the Rowe and Slutzky article, as Hejduk speciﬁcally states in Out of Time and Into
Space, is in the spatial order. Hejduk is interested, that is, in that seductive idea of ﬂattened
space and the notion of simultaneity now taken to the scale of the urban. This interest
conﬁrms a transformation in Hejduk’s attention, engaging full on the implications and
effects of architectural freedoms, those of ‘liberated space [and] liberated structure’
expanded to the scale of the city. These in turn are marked by a desire for ambiguity and
oscillation that Hejduk sought to give architectural expression to, further differentiating the
aspects of this city-form idea, germinal as it is and largely remains from others available.
To that extent and in their differences, Hejduk’s notes and contemporary diamond series
drawings, display optimism about the future, at least as regards the architect’s ability to
contribute to it, as a way, that is, for architectural ideas to be given form and meaning. This
is shown in his approach to a new form vision for the city, one no longer biased toward or
based on a centralized or compact plan image, and thus in a different relation to the circle
and the square, the later rotated into a diamond and then collapsed to create the sought for
‘true tension’: the new city condition is one of being always already on the periphery.
An endlessly reinvented present, that of the individual imagination, the art of composing a
building, and the city as combinations of form and space giving plastic expression to an
idea: these are all efforts of thinking through architecture and its utopian promise. And in
this, and returning to the anecdote which opens this section, these efforts share Mondrian’s
matter-of-fact faith in the present. Such a position I would argue is also revealed in
Hejduk’s absolute engagement with the present, an engagement in which the architect’s
dream of his/her building as image of the ideal society and of the architect as agent of
bringing about change are, if not exactly reversed, then certainly no longer in place.
Diagonality
Perhaps utopia has a plastic future, one of pure plastic and color relations. That would give
to Hejduk’s meditations – somewhere in the 1960’s and amid his explorations of the
diamond conﬁgurations – a city image different from that of the Ville Radiuse and the
vitalistic city of the futurists to recall again the priority of place given to these by Rowe.
And if is a different city image, then is it necessary to claim Hejduk’s city to be the plastic
corollary to a limited number of compositional decisions in form and space while at the
same time acknowledging it is related to and allied with a limited set of abstract
speculations.
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Hejduk’s speculations could be paired with Rowe’s reﬂections, including the latter’s
emphasis on the ambiguity of it all:
So there are no criteria which cannot be faulted, which are not in continuous
ﬂuctuation with their opposites. The ﬂat becomes concave. It also becomes convex.
The pursuit of an idea presumes its contradiction… The myth of Utopia and the
reality of freedom!
From his 1973 appendix to “The Architecture of Utopia”, fourteen years after the article’s
original publication, Rowe’s ‘continuous ﬂuctuation’ could be used to describe the state of
the city ﬁltering through Hejduk and others at that time. Ambiguity is a positive value, and
freedom it’s corollary, but now given the challenge of ﬁnding physical expression and thus
the engagement with questions of stability and permanence and with formal characteristics
swinging between the static and the dynamic. This suggests that the dual identiﬁed by
Rowe – between ideas of form, space, time, and city image – found perhaps a speciﬁc focus
in architecture’s pronouncements for a short moment, including that of Hejduk: utopia,
freedom; myth, reality. And the movement – real enough for some, but for most a problem
in the realm of the ideal – of ﬂat to concave or convex was all part of an intense optimism
about the present.
To that extent, and recognizing the internal inconsistencies of pronouncements and the
general absence of further elaborations, at this moment Hejduk might be said to display an
optimism about the future that is so intense that it’s the present, in the end, that is
approached as the most concrete condition of the future.
This can be shown in the coupling of physical expression and the time idea contained in
Hejduk’s description of the workings of the diamond conﬁgurations. Hejduk claims the
latter are conﬁgured in such a way as to create that ‘moment of the present’ as a singular
characteristic of our time. It is a time that is no longer the past time of the Renaissance nor
the time of the Cubists. It is created, according to Hejduk, or its potential opened, by speciﬁc
composition decisions that result in ‘reinforcing the periphery of the ﬁeld’, to return to that
short hand annotation in Hejduk’s manuscript.
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4. Diamond Museum C, Floor Plan © John Hejduk Archive, Collection Centre Canadien
d’Architecture/Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal
Conclusion
This returns us in the analysis to the ‘moment of the present… the most extended, the most
heightened’ that comes out of ‘reinforcing the periphery of a ﬁeld’ as Hejduk was to
describe so eloquently in the form and space experiments of the Diamond series. (Figures 2,
4) This moment of intense hope, or better of an intense present, provides an illustration to
aspects of a form of utopian thought in architecture, one that seems still open and possible
today.
Hejduk’s musing did have its contemporary manifestations. Peter Eisenman and Michael
Graves’ 1966 project for the Manhattan Waterfront realized an extreme peripheral tension
on both the Hudson and East River edges. The plan and images as published show explicit
horizontal extensions with dramatically extruded north-south bar buildings extending over
ten blocks. The entire composition is uniﬁed by the superimposition of a number of multi-
block diagonals. In this regard, the project provides a near exact illustration of Hejduk’s
musings.
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Further examples can be found in Rowe’s efforts with students in the Cornell Urban Design
Studio in the same years 1965-1966. Two projects, a redevelopment proposal for central
Harlem (part of the same exercise organized by the Museum of Modern Art to which the
above Eisenman/Graves’s solution responds), and a study for the Buffalo Waterfront, stand
out. The later project stands out in its manipulation of the grid, diagonal overlays,
waterfront perimeter, and engagement with and transformations on the ideal model: these
are derivations on Utopian speculations that resonate particularly with ambitions for a
utopia of accommodations. In this, elements of what Hejduk’s New York City might have
looked like are suggested.
The future is likely a concern, but for Hejduk it is the present that is forever in front of his
image of architecture and the city. A pragmatic, matter-of-fact approach that provides for a
way of living that is open, assuming we can equate that formal opening offered by the
diagonal with a kind of freedom different from those of the traditional city, the city in the
park, and the city as mechanical utopia. And the device of the diagonal method becomes
one characteristic for differentiating the speciﬁcity of the ideas of freedom and the present
in his work.
The city image implied in the notes of Hejduk is in summary distinguished by three
characteristics: — the diagonal, which supplants the circle of Renaissance models; —
horizontal expansion, different from vertical, tower visions; — superimposition or
simultaneity and thus a real desire for ambiguity in lieu of the static grid with isolated
elements or a stable, interlocking form.
A desire for ambiguity – as Hejduk alludes to and Rowe more speciﬁcally discusses – which
might be here translated as architectural freedom, underlies it all. And suggests that
Hejduk, somewhere in that rush of the 1960’s, answered the call to reﬂect on some ‘bold
stroke of form to unify the disparate elements’. Implications still to be explored as we move
toward an endlessly deferred utopian city as the most concrete condition of the future at
least as it can be imagined by the architect, with its characteristics forms and urban space.
The city had become a realm to be healed, treated not however by small gestures within
the existing pattern, Hejduk’s negative model of ‘taking some pieces out and putting other
pieces in’. A larger move was called for and the response set out in Hejduk’s notes provides
a contribution, modest, to speciﬁcally architectural work on utopia and the image of the
city.
Rowe, in a near contemporary article, summarizes the position: ‘The Modern building was
both a polemic and a model, a call for action and an assertion of those ends to which action
should lead; and therefore it is not surprising that the architect should have often
conceived of his buildings, not only as the images of a regenerated society, but also as the
agents which were destined to bring that society about.’ And while Rowe records a ‘certain
deﬂation of optimism’ circa 1965, his present is not the future hoped for, he does leave
open the possibility that the ‘aspirations of the 1920’s’ may yet be realized. And it is in that
sense perhaps that Hejduk’s thinking and city images, even if yet to gain that level of
abstraction and notoriety as to be recognizable even in fragments in subsequent decades,
suggest that research and exploration on utopian impulses is still called for. Our recent and
current history, no matter how clouded, contains elements that might still lead to that
‘good-place’, or provide ongoing momentum to work toward it, and in that sense it is timely
to re-examine such moments. 
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Appendix
The following is a transcription of the notes from a manuscript sheet held at the
Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal, used in the above analysis.
New York City appears to be an abstract city as far as an overall visual form is
concerned. There are those who would keep it so; – they suggest dentistry for its
good health; a little ﬁlling here, a little ﬁlling there. Their idea is one of
maintenance; or at best improving a slow process of decay. The ragged contour of
the cities towers appears exciting, – more towers are built. It does not seem too
reasonable to continually increase the heights of the towers upon the same base
area – the tall block in our time makes reasonableness [sic] when it can also
extend horizontally.
an idea of our time is the reinforcing of the periphery of a ﬁeld – it has been
demonstrated both in painting and in architecture; it has not been demonstrated in
city planning. New York city is a unique speciﬁc example where because of the
natural elements of topography and water the experimental [sic] of peripheric
reinforcement and horizontal extension of tall elements seems natural. At present
New York has taken on the old form version of centralized elements and
concentrated areas of compact activity – the periphery is dead, – the waters on the
periphery are not operating to their capacity.
If the periphery is activated in its entirety there will be true tension and
implications, a replacement [?] between the present conﬁguration [?] and
conglomeration 
a bold stroke of form to unify the disparate elements is necessary not by taking
some pieces out and putting other pieces in – this will go on indeﬁnitely due to a
political-social-economic structure
but by superimposition upon the present grid and periphery – when Le Corbusier
said that the towers of New York were too small he was right in one sense
inaccurate in the proposal of just increasing the height.
//
For a speciﬁc site Manhattan | Regional | Social | Containment | Compression of
island | Reinforcement of natural form | Lineal functions | Activation – Entire
periphery | Datum line reference | Wall idea | Use of waterfront – entire | View of
Jersey Long Island | Ring transportation | Surface as backdrop | Horizontal emphasis
| Metalic??? | Plane reinforcing | High speed
John Hejduk, c. 1965
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John Hejduk Archive/Fonds 145, Sub-ﬁle 4: Miscellaneous Diamond House Sketches,
drawing dr1998_0063_006 © John Hejduk Archive, Collection Centre Canadien
d’Architecture/Canadian Center for Architecture, Montréal
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